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RESUME

La catégorie MAPLE de réacteurs de recherches est conçue de sorte

qu'un simple concept de réacteur puisse permettre une grande variété

d'applications pratiques. La présente communication donne les résultats des

études de physique d'un certain nombre de configurations de coeur possibles,

le coeur étant alimenté soit en UO2 enrichi à 5% ou â 8% en poids soit en

U3Si-Al à 20% en poids; elle évalue les qualités relatives de chacune

d'elles. Elle indique les types de coeurs recommandés en vue de maximiser

les flux neutroniques qu'on peut obtenir pour application scientifique et

production isotopique.
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ABSTRACT

The MAPLE class of research reactors is designed so
that a single reactor concept can satisfy a wide range
of practical applications. This paper reports the
results of physics studies performed on a number of
potential core configurations fuelled with either
5 w/o or 8 w/o enriched IK>2 or 20 w/o U3Si-Al and
assesses the relative merits of each. Recommended
core designs are given to maximize the neutron fluxes
available for scientific application and isotope
production.

1. INTRODUCTION

The MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics lattice
Experimental) class of research reactors is designed
so that a single, generic reactor concept can satisfy
a wide range of practical applications (1,2,3) e.g.

- neutron beams for basic and applied research
using epi-thermal, thermal or cold neutrons

- production of radioisotopes
- proof testing of fuels and reactor components
- neutron activation of trace materials
- acquiring expertise in specialized nuclear disci-

plines (e.g. reactor physics)
- training of scientists, engineers and technolo-

gists for nuclear programs.

To achieve this range of activities while offering the
capability for neutron flux levels that are competi-
tive with specialized reactor designs, economic fuel
performance and cost competitiveness, the MAPLE
research reactor core structure permits the assembly
of a large number of specialized fuel configurations
that can be adapted to fit the user's needs. Hence,
while a single reactor concept can be made to accommo-
date the conflicting requirements of high neutron flux
levels and high fuel burnup we do not attempt to
satisfy them simultaneously. The balance between the
two requirements is specified by the user and a core
configuration is chosen to meet the specifications.

Physics studies were performed on cores containing
14-, 19- or 24-fuelled sites. The fuel materials were
U0, with uranium enriched to 5 w/o or 8 w/o 23SU in U
and U3Si-Al with uranium enriched to 20 w/o

 23bU in 0.
Various physics parameters (e.g. reactivity load of
fission-product poisons, reactivity burnout rate,
etc.) were obtained as functions of core power (1, 3
and 10 MW) for the various core configurations with
each fuel type.

This paper reports the results of the physics
studies and assesses the relative aerits of the vari-
ous fuels in the different configurations. Recommend-
ed core configurations are given to oaxialze the
neutron fluxes available for scientific application
and isotope production.

2. REACTOR DESCRIPTION

The structure of the generic MAPLE research reactor
is shown schematically in Figure 1- The reactor core
design incorporates a compact, modular H^O-cooled and
moderated central region (inner core) surrounded by an
annular D.,0 region that is penetrated vertically by a
regular hexagonal array of H.,0—cooled flow channels
(outer core). The D O acts as the primary reflector
for the inner core. The D.,0 tank is sufficiently
large so that the outer core is also D^O reflected.
The core-reflector assembly is Installed in an open
H20-fllled pool.

H-jO

FIGURE 1: A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE MAPLE
RESEARCH REACTOR CORE AND THE MESH
USED IN THE MODELLING

The inner core consists of 29 sites of hexagonal
zirconium-alloy flow tubes arranged on a uniform hexa-
gonal pitch. The flow tubes are separated from each
other by a 4 on gap which is filled with H.,0 during
nornal operation. There are two najor classifications
of fuel assemblies used in the MAPLE research reactor.
The first of these is a driver fuel assembly for the
inner core which consists of 27 or 36 elements depend-
ing on the fuel naterial (002 or U3S1-A1 respective-
ly). The second classification contains the 18-
element assembly (either fuel type) which serves a



dual purpose; reactivity shim for control and shutdown
in the inner core, and driver fuel in the outer core.
The fuel assemblies may be placed in any site of the
inner core and are interchangeable with beryllium or
graphite reflector modules which are used to connect
the fuelled core segment to the D20 reflector for
cores which do not fuel all 29 sites. A variable
number of sites, depending on the core configuration
being utilized, are occupied by reactivity shim rods
for control and shutdown of the reactor. The reacti-
vity shim rods can be located in any of the sites.

The outer core utilizes H^O-cooled, D,0-moderated
fuel assemblies In any or all of 14 sites formed in
the reflector by the vertical cylindrical zirconium-
alloy flow tubes which are located on a hexagonal
pitch twice that of the Inner core.

Table 1 presents the core specifications.

3. FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN AND FUEL ASSEMBLIES

There are two types of fuel elements considered in
this study:

a) Zirconium-alloy clad UO^ with uranium enriched
to either 5 w/o or 8 w/o in 23sU in U.

b) UjSi-Al dispersion fuel with uranium enriched
to 20 w/o in 2 i bU in U.

The UO, element is smaller In size (inner radius «
4.42 mm) than a standard CANDU element to permit the
construction of a regular geometric shape that fits
inside the reference hexagonal flow tube defined for
the U3Si-Al driver assemblies. The UO, driver assem-
bly used for this study consisted of 27 such elements
on a triangular pitch of 12.4 mm.

The U3Si-Al disper- '. n fuel, developed at CRNL, has
a composition of 61X lî ol and 39% Al. The co-extruded
cladding has eight fins of rectangular cross section
to improve the heat transfer properties. The UjSi-Al
driver assembly consists of 36 such elements on a
hexagonal pitch of 12 mm, surrounding a solid
zirconium-alloy support shaft.

With both types of elements the assemblies used for
reactivity shim in the inner core, or outer core driv-
ers consist of 18 elements arranged in two concentric
annul! around a solid zirconium-alloy support shaft.
Reactivity control is effected by a Hf shroud that
slides over the 18-element assemblies. Figure 2 shows
cross-sectional diagrams of the fuel elements and the
fuel assemblies.

4. MODELLING PROCEDURE

The cell-averaged macroscopic cross sections
required to describe the various regions of the reac-
tor were calculated with the widely used multigroup
transport code WIMS (4) using the diffusion leakage
treatment with transport diffusion coefficients and
the discrete ordinates transport solution method. The
cross sections for the operating reactor vere calcu-
lated at the following temperatures: H20 (pool) at
30*C, H20 (coolant) and D20 (reflector) at 40*C,
UjSl-Al fuel at 150*C and U0 2 fuel at 33O*C. The D2O
was enriched to 99.8Z.

allotted four mesh points per fuel assembly in the X-Y
plane and eight mesh points axially. Cases were run
with five neutron energy groups (thermal boundary at
E - 0.625 eV) to reduce computation time.

TABLE 1: CORE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAPLE RESEARCH
REACTOR

INNER CORE

Shape

Pitch (mm)
Channel and Assemblies

Diameter (mm) Long axis
Short axis

Reflector
Thickness (mm)

Coolant
Moderator
Average Temperature (°C)
Cooling Mode 1.0 MW to

10 MW
Inlet Temperature (*C)
Outlet Temperature (°C)
Inter-assembly gap

width (mm)

OUTER CORE

Truncated hexagonal
cylinder

80.1
29 Total
- 10 to 18 standard

36-eleraent l^Si-Al fuel
assemblies or 27-element
U0 2 fuel assemblies

- 2 to 4 18-element fuel
assemblies with Hf
shrouds to act as
shutoff rods

- 2 to 3 18-element fuel
assemblies with Hf
shrouds to act as
control rods

- Remainder of sites
occupied by Beryllium
reflector modules

- 560
- 370
D20
Variable 500 - 800 (see

Figure 1)
H20
H,0

Forced Convection
35
45

Shape

Pitch (mm)
Channels and Assemblies

Containment Vessel
Height (m)
Diameter (m)

Reflector
Thickness

Coolant
Moderator
Cooling Mode and

Temperatures

CALCULATIONS

0.80
1.40
D2O
Vari
H O
D2°
As a

Single ring on hexagonal
pitch

160
14 - standard 18-element

fuel assemblies or
irradiation sites

Variable - see Figure 1

The reactor lattice was modelled using the nultl-
group, three-dinensional diffusion code 3DDT (5). The
spatial mesh was chosen based on previous work and

As above for inner core

5.

Due to the high 235U density which is possible with
both the U0 2 and L

T
3SI-A1 fuels, the full 29 sites of

the inner core are not required for operation in the
1-10 MW power range. The calculations were designed
to show the trends of various operational characteris-
tics in cores that contained 14-, 19- or 24-fuelled
sites with each fuel type (5 w/o or 8 w/o enriched IX>2



and 20 w/o enriched U3Si-Al). The unfuelled sites of
the inner core were filled with beryllium reflector
modules to connect the core to the D O reflector.
Figure 3 shows the core configurations which were
calculated li: this study. At operating conditions we
determined the reactivity burnout rate (mk/d), the
reactivity worth of saturating fission-product poi-
sons, total reactivity worth of the control and shut-
off rod systems, power division between driver and
reactivity shim assemblies, highest outer element
linear power ratings and highest thermal flux levels.

burnup c y c l e s t e r m i n a t e d at k e £ j = 1-020 t o
allow a l l for unmodelled reac t iv i ty loads . The
average ex i t burnup of the driver plus r e a c t i v i t y shin
assemblies i s presented in MWd/t of heavy elements
(H.E.) and percent of i n i t i a l f i s s i l e atoms consumed
(ZIFAC). The term "react iv i ty" , used in the tab le , i s
defined as

(k e f f-D * 1000

" *7 '
in units of milli-k (mk).

FIGURE 2: FUEL ELEMENTS AND FUEL ASSEMBLIES
FOR a) U3Si-Al AND b) U02
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6. RESULTS

Table 2 presents a selection of some of the impor-
tant operating characteristics determined in this
study as functions of the fissile mass in-core. The
data for cores fuelled with 5 w/o and 8 w/o U02 are
presented at the 3 MW power level. The data for cores
fuelled with UjSi-Al are presented at the 10 MW power
level. As discussed below these power ranges seem
appropriate for the fuel types in the assemblies
defined in this study.

The initial core life, presented In units of full-
power-days (FPD) is based on the burnup of a fresh
core to keff 1.0. This number was use as a flgure-
of-merit to assist ranking of core performance. The
estimated core cycle time (FPD), given for the 14-site
cores with 5 w/o U02 and the U3Si-Al fuel, is the
equilibrium life expectancy of a core in a fuel
management scenario which replaces two driver and two
shin assemblies in each fuelling cycle. The core

FIGURE 3: CORE CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
IN THIS STUDY

Figure A shows a plot of the peak thermal flux In
the D,0 reflector, for the 5 w/o and 8 w/o U0 2 fuel in
each core configuration, as a function of total core
power. The U3Si-Al fuel was calculated at 10 MW only.
The values for the UjSi-Al are indicated by triangles
whose order in the vertical direction follows the
labelling on the curves. The figure illustrates the
linear relationship between the flux level and total
core power and the non-linear relationship with Che
number of fuel assemblies. The non-linear relation-
ship is emphasized in Figure 5 by replocting soae of
the data as a function of fissile mass in-core. The
data for the 5 w/o and 8 w/o U0 2 fuelled cores are
presented at 3 MW. The data for the UjSi-Al fuelled
cores are presented at 10 MW.



TABLE 2: PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A VARIETY OF CORES
IN THE GENERIC MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR

Fuelled Sites
Configuration

Mass -'J:>U (kg)
Core Life (FPD)
Estimated Core
Cycle Time (FPD)
Exit Burnup

- MWd/t H.E.
- XIFAC

keff (fresh)
Fission Product
Reactivity Load (ink)
Burnout Rate (mk/d)
Max. Linear Power
Rating (kW/m)

Shim
Driver

Max. Thermal Flux
in D,0 (lO^n-cnT^'s"

14
2CR/2SD

19
2CR/3SD

24
2CR/4SD

5.
251.

I l l

753

13854.
27.9

1.108

-27
0

25.
19.

.4

.304

9
1

7.873
820.

1.160

-22.5
0.117

22.3
13.6

9.992
1334.

1.190

-19.2
0.091

17.9
U.6

0.58 0.40 0.34

2.10"

e i.s.io14

1.10" -

B 5«IO

I
h 1.10"

A 20w/o U3Si-AI
- • 5w/o UOi

* 8w/oUOa
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FIGURE 4:

8 w/o U0 2 - 3 MW AS A FUNCTION OF CORE POWER

Mass -^U (kg)
Core Life (FPD)
keff (fresh)
Fission Product
Reactivity Load (ink)
Burnout Rate (mk/d)
Max. Linear Power
Rating (kW/m)

Shim
Driver

Max. Thermal Flux

9.205 12.597 15.987
651. 1908. 2888.

1.175 1.229 1.260

-20.9
0.168

26.2
18.7

-16.5
0.079

22.6
13.4

-13.7
0.060

18.1
11.5

0.51 0.36 0.31

20 w/o U3Si-Al - 10 MW

Mass 23bU (kg)
Core Life (FPD)
Estimated Core
Cycle Time (FPD)
Exit Burnup

- MWd/t H.E.
- %1FAC

k f f (fresh)
Fission Product
Reactivity Load (mk)
Burnout Rate (mk/d)
Max. Linear Power
Rating (kW/m)

Shim
Driver

Max. Thermal Flux
in D,0 (ID^n-cm"2^"1

5.090
140.

4 5 .

71453.
39.7

1.162

-41.6
0.699

72.7
43.0

) 2.09

6.996
272.

1.220

-36.7
0.528

63.4
31.0

1.42

8.904
455.

1.255

-33.3
0.373

50.0
25.5

1.02

Figure 6 presents peak outer element ratings on
18-element reactivity shim assemblies as functions of
total core for 5 w/o and 8 w/o UO, fuels, forpower iu[ J w/u anu o w/ v uv*2

each core configuration studied. The UjSl-Al fuel was
calculated at 10 MW only. The U3Si-Al values are
indicated by triangles whose order in the vertical
direction follows the labelling on the curves.

Figure 7 presents:

a) the midplane thermal flux (En < 0.625 eV) and

b) the r a t i o of resonance flux (0.625 eV < En

< 9.118 keV) to thermal flux at the midplane

along the long axis of the core assembly (see
Figure 1) for a 14-fuelled site U3Si-Al core operating
at 10 MW.

7. DISCUSSION

From the data presented in Figure 4, it is clear
that 14-fuelled site cores give significantly better
flux performance than either 19- or 24-fuelled site
cores at a given power level. In addition, for the
fuel assemblies defined in this study, U3Si-Al fuel
gives higher fluxes than 5 w/o U02 which in turn out-
performs 8 w/o UOj.

From Figure 5 we can see that progressively smaller
cores provide flux levels that increase rapidly in a
non-linear fashion. However, the process of decreas-
ing the core size is limited by the critical mass of
the assembly (approximately 3-4 kg of 2 3 5U for a core
at operating conditions with a full load of fission
product poisons) and the requirenent for a useful
operating period. In this respect cores with 8 w/o
UO, show the most potential for configurations smaller
than 14-fuelled sites because of the larger amount of
23SU per unit volume.

It is interesting to note that, at the 10 MW power
level, the peak thermal flux in the D.,0 reflector
(2.1 * 1011* n-cm"2^"1 with U3Si-Al fuel) is becoming
competitive with much more powerful and expensive
reactors, for instance NRU, with peak thermal flux of
3 x 1011* n-cm"2^"1 at 120 MW power.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the radial variation
of the thermal flux, from the core centre, for a num-
ber of highly specialized research reactors (2). The
MAPLE research reactor performance compares



favourably. The slightly faster radial decrease for
MAPLE research reactor results from the use of a 1.4 a
diameter D,0 tank for the study. The decrease would
have been less for a larger reflector tank.

I01

I01

l l4SifeCore

\ . U3Si-AI

~ 14 Site Core

• 5 w/o U02 ° ^ - ^ o

-

«._ 10 MW

8w/oUO2

3MW

8
235

12 14 16

Mass of "U In-Core(kg)

FIGURE 5: PEAK THERMAL FLUX IN THE D20 REFLECTOR AS
AS A FUNCTION OF THE MASS OF 2 3 5U IN-CORE

Figure 6 presents peak outer element ratings
because this parameter is usually specified as the
limiting operational criterion. The highest values
occur on the outer elements of the 18-element reacti-
vity shim assemblies in the inner core. Detailed
burnup calculations show that, at the beginning of
life, the outer element ratings are 10-1431 higher than
those of the inner elements. This difference gradual-
ly decreases and reverses as fuel burnup progresses
beyond 501 IFAC. Under nost circumstances SOZ IFAC is
close to the Unit of exit burnup so that the peak
outer element rating is the factor that will limit
reactor power. For this study limiting values of
50 kW/m (similar to CAOTM fuel) for V02 fuel and
85 kW/a for U3Si-Al fuel were adopted. These values
have been indicated by horizontal lines in Figure 6.
We can see that the U02 Unit is reached when the
total core power is about 6 MW. By increasing the
core size to 24 fuelled sites it is possible to raise
the core power to 8.5 MW. However, there is a flux
advantage of 20Z to operating the 14 site core at 6 MW
over the 24-site core at 8.5 MW. The latter however
ha3 a considerably longer core life (3 tines the foni-
er for 5 w/o IH>2) and consequently higher exit burnup
on the fuel. For a 14-site configuration U3Si-Al fuel

is operating well below the limiting value specified
for this study.

100

E
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60

i- 40
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(Curves apply to both enrichments-8w/o
ratings are <l kW/m higher than 5w/o
ratings)

A 20 w/o U3Si-A!

/I
^

if/

4

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Core Power (MW)

FIGURE 6: PEAK OUTER ELEMENT RATINGS ON
18-ELEMENT FUEL ASSEMBLIES AS A
FUNCTION OF CORE POWER

Finally, a study of the properties of the radio-
isotopes of interest to medicine, agriculture and
industry shows that many have resonance integrals
which are much larger than their thermal absorption
cross sections. Hence, higher total activation and
higher specific activities can be produced by a neu-
tron spectrum which is slightly hardened. As Figure 7
shows, irradiation sites located in the beryllium
reflector modules of a 14-site core, for instance, can
have a neutron spectrum which has a resonance coapo-
nent that is almost 50% of the thermal flux level.
Hence activation can be accomplished by both thermal
and resonance neutrons.

8. SUMMARY

Taking all of the above factors into consideration
the 14-site core configuration seems to be the most
promising for both science and isotope production when
operating at 10 MW or less. U0 2 fuels in the assem-
blies defined for this study reach their Halting
linear [:ower ratings at 6 MW for this configuration.
Larger core configurations can operate up to 8.5 MW
with U0, fuels although the flux advantage is with the
lower power 14-site core. The larger cores will oper-
ate for longer periods at lower performance levels and
thus have lower fuelling costs. Cores using 8 w/o IX)2
fuel show potential for a flux increase from cores
that are smaller than 14 sites. However, there Is a
significant difference in the cost of the fuel due to
the extra enrichment. The best results were achieved
with U3Si-Al fuel, which gives a flux performance that
compares well with much more powerful and expensive,
specialized research reactors.
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FIGURE 7: A PLOT OF PEAK THERMAL FLUX AND THE
RATIO OF THERMAL FLUX TO RESONANCE
FLUX ACROSS THE LONG AXIS OF THE CORE
ASSEMBLY FOR A 14-SITE UjSl-Al CORE
OPERATING AT 10 MW
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FIGURE 8: A COMPARISON OF RADIAL PEAK THERMAL FLUX
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR VARIOUS RESEARCH
REACTORS (NORMALIZED TO 10 MW)
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